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Basic psychological needs
Effectance Safety

- To learn new things, be autonomous, recognised 

- Centrality 

- Brokerage

- To fulfil emotional needs, trust, reputation 
- Cohesion and community 
- Embeddedness

Kadushin 2011



Generalised cohesion

- Density 

- Basically # ties over # possible ties 
- Ranges between 0 and 1 
- Tends to be low in social networks 
- Tends to be lower in large networks
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Localised cohesion

- Reciprocity 

- Main method of calculation: 

- Ranges between 0 and 1 
- Asymmetric ties thought to be unstable (or hierarchical), so equilibrium of null or 

reciprocated dyads 
- Tends to be high in social networks 
- Multiplex reciprocity suggests exchange

R = ∑
ij

(AA′ )ij



Georg Simmel
- Born 1 March 1858, Berlin, 

Kingdom of Prussia 

- Bourgeois elite 

- Academic outsider 

- Died 28 September 1918, 
Strassburg, German Empire  

- “Quantitative Aspects of the Group”



Dyads and Triads

Dyad = 2 person clique (completely connected 
subgroup) 

- Safety: easier to exert control through application of 
power asymmetries 

- Effectance: no other person to shift balance of the 
group, therefore each able to retain their 
individuality 

Triad = 3 person clique (completely connected 
subgroup) 

- Safety: possibility of a dyad forming within the triad, 
threatening exclusion of individual unless they 
subordinate to group norms  

- Effectance: harder to exert individual control, feels 
more impersonal and distant, anomie



–Simmel ([1908] 1950:123)

“”The social structure [of the dyad] rests immediately on 
the one and on the other of the two, and the secession of 
either would destroy the whole.... As soon, however, as 

there is a sociation of three, a group continues to exist even 
in case one of the members drops out.” 



Of course, Hollywood reads 
social networks.  

That’s why you see so many 
love triangles. 

Cos then strategies like 
competition, alliances, 

mediation, etc come into 
play…



Triangles, Transitivity, and Cycles

- Triangles 

- When A—B, and B—C, then A—C: 
“connected to connections’ 
connections” 

- Various causal arguments, including 
opportunity for introduction… 

- Social networks typically between 
0.3 and 0.6 

- Transitivity  

- When A→B, and B→C, then A→C: 
“friend of my friend is my friend” 

- Index from 0 to 1, where 1 is a fully 
transitive graph 

- Supposedly indicative of hierarchy 

- Cycles 

- When A→B, and B→C, then C→A: 
“I am the friend of a friend of my 
friend” 

- Generally argued to be demonstrative 
of a lack of hierarchy in the network, 
but see Block 2015…

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378873314000586


Signed networks

- So far we have only explored positive relationships (e.g. friends, fans, followers) 

- But negative relationships too (e.g. antagonism, controversy, disagreement, conflict) 

- Theories of structural balance help us understand the relationship between the two are key in 
creating cohesion and community



Heider’s balance theory

- Motivational theory of attitude change based on cognitive consistency 

- Based on cliques (everyone knows everyone else) 

- Actor nodes labelled , object node labelled X 

- Each edge labelled with + or -, solid or dashed, green/blue or red

{P, O, Q}

P X

O

What folk proverbs relating to  
friends and enemies have you heard?



Structural (im)balance
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Triad balanced if product of ties positive 
e.g. +++, + - - 

Triad imbalanced if product of ties negative 
e.g. ++-, - - - 

Balanced triads

Imbalanced triads

I agree with my friends and disagree with my enemies

I agree with my enemies and disagree with my friends…





Harary and Cartwright





Concluding comments
- Structural balance theory suggests an important micro-macro link between actor-level 

processes and group structure 

- Structural balance theory is dynamic because it predicts change over time, but either 
teleological or balance not an equilibrium 

- Empirical research shows balance messy… 

- ++- and - - - not uncommon… 

- Plenty of signed data available, e.g. slashdot and epinions and gossip!

https://slashdot.org/
http://www.epinions.com/


How many ‘groups’ in this network?

- components 

- 2 (weak) components 

- 3 (strong) components 

- more ‘clusters’ here?



Two strategies
- Faction analysis 

- Deductive: predetermine number of 
subgroups 

- Algorithm tries to maximise density 
within subgroups by permuting 
observed matrix 

- Compare to perfectly maximised ideal 
type

- Community detection 

- Inductive: identify an appropriate 
number and membership of groups 
from observed network 

- Try to maximise “modularity” criterion 

- By undertaking a certain method/
algorithm…



What are communities?

- Communities are densely connected (+ within-group) and well separated (- between-group) 

- Includes info about internal structure (like cliques) and external structure (like components) 

- They define and affect groups, networks, and individuals



Examples



Modularity



Data and algorithms









Community detection algorithms



Resolution limits



Community detection summary

- Difficult to find the “right” answer 

- Many possible, sensible approaches, but hard to know what will be best for your purpose 

- A weakness is that many tools lack rigorous theoretical underpinnings 

- A fun line of research, because anything that works is a valid solution 

- …and we’re still waiting for the ‘one algorithm to rule them all”!



Measures of Cohesion

??

Reciprocity Transitivity

?



Measures of Cohesion

??

Reciprocity Transitivity Equivalency 
(4-cycles)

?



Projection
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MMT

MTMThe construction of 1-2 one-mode networks  
from a two-mode network

Assumption, sometimes warranted, is that if you are interested in influence across shared 
relationships among one set of nodes only, then analytic simplification worth the information less  



Which information is lost?

Identity Configurational Processual



Identity information

How can you tell, looking only at the graph on the left, which nodes 
responsible for connecting Wald and Curry or Curry and Fukuyama?



Configurational information



- High levels of triangles (Opsahl 2011) 

- Network measures the rely on triangles affected 

- Clustering coefficients (Opsahl 2013), structural 
holes (Burt 1998) 

- Degree, radial, and medial centrality can also be 
sensitive

Configurational information



Processual information

Projections difficult to interpret, because ‘shared’/joint/co- obscures 
choices behind ties and can result from others’ choices (Hollway 2015)



Which information is lost?

Identity Configurational Processual



Measures of Cohesion

??

Reciprocity Transitivity Equivalency 
(4-cycles)

?


